A workshop for <insert institution name> researchers

- **Date and time:** <Insert date and time of the academy>
- **Venue:** <Insert lecture room/hall where the academy will take place>
- **How to register:** <Insert e.g. staff email or a website URL. You could include a deadline to register by>

<Insert institution name> is hosting a *Nature Research Academies* workshop. Join the workshop to learn how to <insert learning outcomes e.g. publish in international journals, give quality peer review, communicate your research to a broad audience, secure a research position>.

The workshop is open to <insert who should attend e.g. junior researchers > in the <insert a discipline e.g. life sciences, physical sciences>.

Places are limited. To request a place, please register using the details above.

*Nature Research Academies* is a series of training workshops developed by Nature Research, part of Springer Nature.